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              NUMBER 

 
 

Name: _______________________________________________   Stream: ________ 

SET ELEVEN 

DAYS OF THE WEEK 

 Sunday - 1st 

 Monday - 2nd 

 Tuesday - 3rd 

 Wednesday 4th 

 Thursday - 5th 

 Friday - 6th 

 Saturday - 7th 

1. How many days make up a week? 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

2. Fill in the missing letters: 

 (a) S __ nday     (c) Mo __ day 

 (b) S __ turday    (d) Frida __ 

3. What is the third day of the week? 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

4. When do Muslims go for Juma prayers? 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

5. Saturday has  ________________  letters. 

 

***** END**** 
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Name: _______________________________________________   Stream: ________ 

SET ELEVEN 

 Use the verbs in the brackets correctly: 

1. The driver is  __________________  us to school .  ( drive ) 

2. He is  __________________  the mango tree.  ( shake ) 

3. I am  __________________  my legs to walk.  ( use ) 

4. My sisters are  __________________  well.  ( dance ) 

5. Jayson is   __________________  a bicycle.  ( ride ) 

6. She is  __________________  from school.  ( come) 

7. They are  __________________  behind the door.  ( hide ) 

8. Mummy is  __________________  a cake.  ( bake ) 

9. My sister is  __________________  for me.  ( care ) 

10. They are  __________________  in and out.  ( breathe ) 

 

 

     

 
***** END**** 
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SET ELEVEN 

 Building materials 

cement   cow dung   timber   sand 

iron bars   nails    tiles    soil 

wood   bricks   stones   sticks 

water   clay    grass    reeds 

poles   iron sheets   paint    wire mesh 

Activity   

1. Draw and name five building materials. 

 

 

 

    

     

2. Mention two examples of weak building materials. 

 (a) ______________________  (b) ______________________ 

3. Name these building materials.  

 (a)       (b)   

 

    ________________     ________________ 

4. Draw and name four examples of strong building materials. 

 

 

   

    

***** END**** 
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Name: _______________________________________________   Stream: ________ 

SET ELEVEN 

OUR BODY AND HEALTH 

 Personal hygiene 

Personal hygiene is the way of keeping our bodies clean. 

People keep the bodies clean by: 

a. by bathing or showering. 

b. by cutting the nails short. 

c. by cutting the hair short. 

d. by the combing the hair. 

e. by brushing the teeth. 

f. by washing our hands after using the toilet. 

Activity 

1. What is personal hygiene? 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

2. Give three ways of keeping the body clean. 

 (a) ________________________________________________________________ 

 (b)  ________________________________________________________________ 

 (c)  ________________________________________________________________ 

3. Read and draw these people cleaning the body. 

 

***** END*** 

Juma is brushing the teeth. Hannah is washing her hair. 

 

 

 

Mother is bathing the baby. Grandfather is cutting fingernails. 

 

 

 


